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Loki Is A Hindu God
The ancient Nath Siddha's in India were followers of Shiva and had nine mystical founders who
are stated to relate to the chakra's. Eight of them in the eight directions so the 13 major
chakra's. And the last being the bindu point which relates to the seat of the soul. Which is the
seat of Atman which is called Shiva. Who has been stated to be the Adinath [The First Lord] or
Adi Yogi the name of Shiva.

At one of their major temples:
"Located in the monastery precincts at Kadri is a certain Manjunatha temple, whose principal
image, of Lokanatha, was dedicated in A.D 968. In the inscription that records that dedication, it
is stated that "the image of the god Lokisvara [was placed] in the beautiful vihara of
Kadirka."...[1]
Lokesvara is stated to be three faced. The ancient image of Shiva in the east. Lokesvara is a
name of Shiva. Svara means "god" Lokesvara is the God Loke....Loki the E is spoken
phonetically as I in Sanskrit. Just as in the west Loki is shown as relating to the serpent power
the three faces on the head is the three nadis united in the brain with the raising of this energy.
Lak is the Shakti the energy or consort of Rudra in the Vedic period. Rudra is the Vedic name of
Shiva. Lak is the rune or energy of Loki in the west. Lak is also spelled Lake or Laki this also
becomes Loki. The letter L is the letter of Venus and Ki means Serpent Life Force and King.
And the world support the mulahara in Sanskrit. The spinal column. Venus is the serpent deity
from the east to west. And is called Lucifer in Latin. Loki is shown in the west as the serpent of
fire wrapped around the sacred tree. This is the symbol of enlightenment to the ancient Druids.
The deity by the title Laki or Lake is called Shaitana by the ancient Vedic Persians. And the
Persian Yezidhi's still call their God Shaitan. Whom they state is Murugan in Hinduism the
ancient Venus who is the ancient form of Shiva and is called Sanat Kumara. Sanat is the
Sanatana Dharma the ancient name of spiritual knowledge. Sanat Kumara is stated to be Venus
as well. Sanat meaning Eternal. Satan means Eternal in ancient Sanskrit. Its the ancient name
of the head God in Sanskrit.
The sixth rune Kana is the ancient name of Krisna. The ancient Aryans migrated from the East
into Europe over thousands of years.
The Edda's were written down by a Christian monk who admitted he altered them. This was also
done after centuries of Christianization. The images found across the North show Loki as a God
in a positive sense. The Liberator of the soul as the personification of the serpent power. In the
east the same God is stated to be the liberator of the soul to the Light Body state.

Source
The Alchemical Body, White[1]
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Loki does not destroy the nadi's this is symbolic of the serpent power purifying the soul.

StraitShot47 wrote:What happens when loki destroys the naddihs? Does it induce the next
cycle?
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The Alchemical Body by White.
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That's the weird thing with sprockets the guy is promoting the ideology of a Catholic gnostic who
included some pagan elements with Christ ideology with some Buddhism aspects then
sprockets added in his own drug imagined ideas. And people believe this is Paganism. This
shows if a person does not actually deprogram themselves from Christianity they will just
unconsciously create another variation of it in their own life due to unconscious bias.

Hoodedcobra666 wrote:Sprockets will commit suicide from glue sniffing overdose after
reading this post.
Are you happy because of this?

